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Claim
At first sight, Limburg Dutch dialects seem to provide evidence for a direct link between tone and vowel quality. We claim however that in fact the Limburg facts provide us with evidence against such a view. Tone and vowel quality are linked indirectly, by mediation of headedness of syllable structure.
Outline of this talk
1.	Considerations and expectations based on phonetic observations
	Why there is no direct connection between vowel quality and tone
2.	Tone and diphthongization in Limburg Dutch
 	Some apparently problematic cases of direct linking between tone and vowel quality
3.	Analysis of vowel height and tone in Sittard
	How the relation between tone and vowel height is mediated by syllable structure
4. 	Analysis of vowel height and tone in Maasbracht
	How the relation between tone and centralization is mediated by segmental headedness
5.	The tense-lax distinction and its impact on tone in Maasbracht
	How the relation between vowel tenseness and tone can be mediated by syllable structure 
6.	Maastricht vowel-tone interactions
	How the relation between vowel quality and tone can be mediated by mora structure

1. Considerations and expectations based on phonetic observations:  

1.	Phonetic studies show that vowels have an intrinsic F0 depending on their height: high vowels have a higher F0 than low vowels (Peters and Barney 1952, House and Fairbanks 1953, Lehiste and Peterson 1961, Mohr 1971, Hombert, Ohala and Ewan 1979). 
2.	Hombert, Ohala and Ewan (1979), 52: "Since vowel height and prevocalic consonants seem to cause similar perturbations, one could expect tonal development resulting form vowel merging to be as frequent as tonal development resulting from the loss of some voicing contrast in prevocalic position; one would expect the development to show that high vowels give rise to high tones, and low vowels to low tones. .... however, the data are scanty on this point (emphasis added (BH/MvO)). ....It would seem reasonable, then, to seek an explanation for the infrequency of the development of tones caused by the interaction of tones and vowels."
3.	A possible explanation runs along the following lines (Hombert 1977): Although intrinsic perturbations caused by consonantal influences and vowel height have similar absolute values, they are perceived differently. In particular, perturbations caused by prevocalic consonants are much more salient, perceptually, than perturbations caused by vowel height. There are two possible reasons for this difference in perceptual saliency:
a) A voiced consonant causes a relatively rising F0 contour at the onset of the following vowel. Contrary to this, the intrinsic F0 associated with different vowel qualities is manifested by over-all higher versus lower F0 levels. Dynamic changes in F0 are much easier to detect than differences in level between two F0 signals. 
b) The F0 perturbations caused by consonants are perceptually more salient , because they can be detected independently from the conditioning segments. On the other hand, in the case of F0 perturbations caused by vowels, it is not possible to dissociate the F0 differences from the conditioning segments, since they are both present simultaneously. 

Structure of the argument
a) In Limburg dialects quite a few cases can be found which show that tone and vowel quality are somehow 'connected' to each other; 
b) In line with the arguments presented above (in particular 1.3.) we do not want to account for these phenomena in terms of constraints that directly relate tone and vowel quality; 
c) Rather, we will argue that tone and vowels communicate with each other indirectly, through properties of syllable structure.   

2.	Vowel quality and diphthongization in Limburg Dutch

2.1 Sittard Diphtongs

A case of Tone  Diphthong. 
Diphthongization under a falling tone in the Sittard dialect. In this dialect long mid vowels diphthongize, but only if they carry a falling tone (not a dragging tone). 

Examples (forms of the Sittard dialect are compared with the equivalent forms of another Limburg dialect, Maasbracht. The Sittard forms are taken from Dols 1953; the Maasbracht forms are taken from Hermans 1994).
 
(1)	Maasbracht				Sittard	
a.  front, non-round mid long vowel		
keeze					keize			‘to choose’
keezel					keizel			‘gravel’
bedreege				bedreige		‘to cheat’
b. front, round mid vowel 
vrøøtele				vruite			‘to grub’
bedrøøftj				bedruif			‘sad’
vrøøg					vruig			‘early’
c. back round mid vowel 	
aalmoos				aalmous		‘alms’
voot					vout			‘foot’
book					bouk			‘book’

No diphthongization under a dragging tone, hence Tone  Diphthong

(2)	Maasbracht				Sittard
a.  front, non-round mid long vowel		
beet					beet		‘bite’
smeet					sjmeet		‘smith’
streek					sjtreek		‘region’
b. front, round mid vowel 
døør					døør		‘door’
vøør					vøør		‘before’
røøk					røøk		‘smell’
c. back round mid vowel 	
toon					toon		proper name
woos					woosj		‘sausage’
doon					doon		‘to do’

(3)	representation of the falling tone		representation of the dragging tone
		H  L					H (L) H 
		 |  |					 |         |	
		   					          

Presence/absence of the low tonal segment in the case of the dragging tone varies according to the dialect (present in Maasbracht, absent in Maastricht), and within one dialect (like Maasbracht) according to the position in the sentence (present in final position, absent in non-final position).

From the perspective of section 1 these facts are totally unexpected; they directly go against the universal phonetic law formulated there. 

2.2 Maasbracht Diphtongs

A case of Diphthong  Tone. 
In the dialect of Maasbracht centering diphthongs only occur under a falling tone. 

(4)	Maasbracht 				Sittard	
a.  front, non-round mid long vowel		
bi´s 					bees		‘beast’
i´lenj					eelenj		‘misery’
fi´rtig 					feertig		‘forty’
b. front, round mid vowel 
dy´r 					døør		proper name
dry´g 					drøøg		‘dry’
y´rmunj				øørmunt	place name
c. back round mid vowel 	
bu´n 					boon		‘bean’
viju´l 					fejool		‘violine’
fu´j 					fooj		‘tip’

-	'Normal' mid vowels do occur under a falling tone, hence Diphthong  Tone. For examples cf. (1).  
-	From the perspective of 1.1 these facts are unexpected.   

3. Analysis of vowel height and tone in Sittard

3.1 Background assumptions 

- Vowels that are realized as a diphthong are underlyingly tense, but short.   

(5) underlyingly short (cf. (1) for examples)	underlyingly long (cf. (4) for examples) 
      	 H						        H L	
         |						         |  |	
     	ke  ze	e  e lenj									
		- Short vowels in an open stressed syllable are lengthened, due to Prokosch’ Law:

(6) 		Prokosch’ Law
	A stressed syllable is bimoraic

	- The new mora inserted by Prokosch’ Law is filled by default elements; low tone at the tonal level (7) and high vowels at the segmental level. (8)

		- Why a low tone?
(7)	Height Asymmetry (after De Lacy 1999)
 	a. A high tone may only be linked to a head position.
	b. A Low tone may only be linked to a dependent position. 

In the remainder of this talk, we concentrate on clause (7a)

		- Why a high vowel?
(8)	Margin (after Prince and Smolensky 1993)
	a. A low vowel may only be linked to a head position.
	b. A high vowel may only be linked to a dependent position.

- The crucial question: why is the empty mora, which is added (by Prokosch’ Law) to an underlying structure of type (9a) not filled by a high vowel?  In other words, why is (9a) not realized as (9b)?
	
(9)	a. underlying representation		b. derived representation	
	   H  H						  H H	
						  
	   						     

	b e     t					             b e   i     t
	        
(10) HeightAsymmetry (Revised version)
A high tone may only be linked to features in a head position.
 
A dragging tone on a diphthong is penalized by HeightAsymmetry

   (11)              	H  H				
      	 |    |			
		     					moras
	 |    |				
	o     o					root nodes
		 |    |		
         	              o     o					place nodes
				
      [-high]                   [+high]	
                            Coronal 
     	 [-low]	 

A falling tone on a diphthong is not penalized by HeightAsymmetry

(12)		H    L				
      	 |    |			
		      					
	 |    |				
	o     o					
		 |    |	
		o   o
         	                									
      [-high]                   [+high]	
                            Coronal 
     	 [-low]	 

In Maasbracht there is no diphthongization of the Sittard type. 

(13)	AntiDiphthong
	A vocalic feature must be linked to the head position

3.2 Constraint rankings and tableaux for Sittard

(14) 	Sittard: Margin » AntiDiphtong
	Maasbracht: AntiDiphtong » Margin


	Mid vowels that are underlyingly long are not diphthongized:
(15) 
Identity(V) » Margin » AntiDiphtong
           
          bees    
Ident(V)
Margin
AntiD
           
          beis

*!


*
           
 +    bees


*



	Lengthened mid vowels are diphthongized:
(16)
            
          keze                    
Ident (V)
Margin
AntiD
            
          keeze


*!

           
  +    keize



*


	In Maasbracht mid vowel are not diphthongized:
(17)
              
         keze                    
Ident (V)
AntiD
Margin
           
 +    keeze



*
           
         keize


*!



	A dragging tone on a underlying diphthong is maintained:
(18)	Maasbracht/Sittard
	geit	‘goat’
	breit	‘broad’
	weit	‘to know’

(19) Identity(T), Identity(V) » HeightAsymmetry
(20)
        HH

         

      g e  i t
Ident (T)
Ident (V)
HtAsym
        HH

         

      g e  t


*!

        HL

         

      g e  i t

*!


             HH

              

   +  g e  i t



*


Lengthened vowels with a dragging tone are not diphthongized:
(21) 	HeightAsymmetry» Margin
        HH
      be     t
HtAsym
Margin
        HH
      be  i  t

*!

 +   HH
      be e  t


*


Conclusion: Sittard diphthongization can be successfully analyzed as the interaction of a constraint on the relation between head/dependent syllable positions and tone (HeightAsymmetry) and another constraint on the relation between head/dependent syllable positions and vowel height (Margin). This analysis is more successful than one that relates tone to height directly.

4. Analysis of vowel height and tone in Maasbracht

4.1. Background assumptions

The centering diphthongs of the Maasbracht dialect end in a schwa-like element. A schwa lacks a place node (Anderson 1982. Van Oostendorp 2000).

(22) 	HeightAsymmetry (segmental mode)
A high tone may only be linked to a head position of a segment. 

According to Itô and Mester (1993) the head of a segment is the place node. If this is true, then the effect of HeightAsymmetry (Segmental Mode) will be that a high tone cannot be linked to a schwa. Consequently, the diphthongs [i´], [y´], [u´] cannot carry a dragging tone, due to HeightAsymmetry (SM) 

(23)	       	H   H				
      	 |    |			
		     					moras
	 |    |				
	o     o					root nodes
		 |   		
         	             o    					place nodes
				
      [+high]	
                            Coronal 
     	 [-low]	 

4.2 Constraint ranking and tableau

(24)	HeightAsymmetry (SM) » Identity(T) » HeightAsymmetry 
(25)
            HH
          b i ´ s
HtAsym(SM)
Ident (T)
HtAsym
            HH
            b i ´ s
*!

*
  +      HL
          b i ´ s

*


Conclusion: Maasbracht Dutch shows a more direct relation between segmental features and tone. Yet also in this case, it is the lack of (head) features that is relevant, rather than that there is a direct relation between the two types of feature. 

5 The tense-lax distinction and its impact on tone in Maasbracht

5 .1 Basic facts

The contrast between falling tone and dragging tone can only exist in a bimoraic syllable. The second mora can be filled by a vowel or by a sonorant consonant. 
(26)	a. Long vowel
	falling tone 			dragging tone
	bii	‘bee’			bii 	‘at’
	buu	‘to build’		buu	‘construction site’
	dçç	‘voila’			dçç	‘yonder’		
	b. Short (lax) vowel followed by a (tautosyllabic) sonorant
	mIn	‘minus‘		mIn	‘vile’
	dQn	‘fir’			dQn	‘then’
	klAm	‘trap’			klAm 	‘hardly’

The fact that a dragging tone can exist on a short vowel followed by a tautosyllabic sonorant is OK  from the point of view of the ranking proposed in (24).
(24)	HeightAsymmetry (SM) » Identity(T) » HeightAsymmetry 
(27)
            HH
          mI n
HtAsym(SM)
Ident(T)
HtAsym
 +       HH
           mI n



*
            HL
          mI n


*!



Surprisingly, if a sonorant consonant follows a short, high tense vowel, the dragging tone is not allowed:
(28)	min	proper name
	pil	‘to bungle’
	wil	proper name
	zjyl	proper name
	byl	‘bag’
	byn	‘stage’
	pun	‘money’ (coll.)
	bun	‘to scrub’
	dul	‘purpose’


A constraint that directly relates tenseness and tonal quality would have to be very complicated (non explanatory). Something like this: 
(29)         *         H
	          |
	        
	    
	  
	   [+son]
                       [ +cons]
      [+tense]	

It has been shown in Van Oostendorp (2000) that in Standard Dutch tense vowels are only allowed at the end of a syllable. Apparent counterexamples are analysed in terms of an empty syllable (cf. also Féry 2000, Hammond 1999 for German and English respectively).
Independent evidence for the existence of empty syllables in this environment comes from the stress system. Syllables with a tense high vowel followed by a tautosyllabic sonorant are always stressed, whereas lax vowels in the same environment are always skipped by the stress rule.

(30)	Tense vowel 				Lax vowel 
talúd [..yt]		‘talus’		rébus […Øs] 	id.
parachute [..yt]	id.		vénus […Øs]	id.
gambíét [..it]	 	‘gambit’	bátik […Ik]	id.

The same analysis explains why in the Maasbracht dialect a sonorant consonant following a tense vowel cannot sustain a dragging tone. It is a consequence of the fact that after a tense vowel a sonorant consonant is located in the onset of an empty syllable. 

5.2. Constraint rankings 

Short tense high vowels are not lengthened by Prokosch Law.  
(31)	NoLongHighVowel » Prokosch’ Law
(32)	
       min
NoLongHighVowel
Prokosch’ Law
+  mi.n

*
       mii.n
*!


A short high tense vowel may not be lengthened to save a high tone 
(33)	NoLongHighVowel » Max(T)
(34)
          HH
       mi  n                       
NoLongHighVowel
 Max(T)
 +      HH
         mii  .n

*!

          H 
        mi.n


*

	However, underlyingly long tense high vowels are maintained.
(35)	Max(V) » NoLongHighVowel » Max(T)

Conclusion: There is no direct relation between vowel tenseness and tone. Rather, tense vowels can only occur in a syllable configuration which does not allow tone to occur on a following consonant.

6.  Remaining issues: Maastricht vowel-tone interactions 

The dragging tone cannot occur on a long lax mid vowel. 
(There is no such restriction in Maasbracht).
(36)	Maastricht				Maasbracht
	plççts	 	‘place’			pççt		‘to plant’
	krEEm		‘cream’			kEEr		‘to brush’
	vØØl		‘much’			bØØk		‘to cry’

	The dragging tone requires an extra mora, perhaps as a consequence of the OCP
(37)		representation of the dragging tone
		H   H 				H      H	
		 |     |	 	OCP  	 |        |
		      				      

	- Long lax vowels are marked. Overlong vowels are marked. The marked of the marked is avoided at the cost of Tonal Faithfulness. 

The dragging tone cannot occur on a high tense vowel, even if it is long. 
No such restriction exists in Maasbracht:
(38)	Maastricht				Maasbracht
	liis		‘list’			liis
	kryys		‘cross’			kryyts
	uut		‘out’			uut

- Here the same analysis can be applied. Long high vowels are marked. Overlong vowels are marked. The marked of the marked is avoided at the cost of Tonal Faithfulness. 

Before an R, however, the long high tense vowels do allow the dragging tone. 
(39)	pepii{		‘paper’
	vyy{		‘fire’
	muu{		‘wall’

- This is a consequence of a peculiar property of R. As in Standard Dutch (and possibly English) the r-sound of Maastricht creates overlength on the preceding long vowel. Due to the overlength required by R, the dragging tone can exist on a long high tense vowel that precedes R. 

In Maastricht the diphthongs are phonetically monophthongized under a dragging tone:
(40)	/pçus/	[pçç (u)s]	‘pope’
	/˙Eit/		[˙EE (j)t]		‘hot’
	/strØjs/	[strØØ(j)s]	‘ostrich’ 

-This can also be seen as a consequence of the new mora triggered by the dragging tone (OCP). We have to say that in Maastricht the new mora is filled by the vowel of the head mora. 

(41)
H   H 				H      H	
	 |     |	 	OCP  	 |        |
	      				        
	 |     |			 	 \  /     |
     p     ç    u   s			      p 	  ç         u    s


Conclusion: The Maastricht facts seem to be the result of an interaction of length with tone on the one hand and vowel quality on the other. In this case, is thus seems to be moraic structure that intermediates.
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